98 audi a6 quattro

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Trade must be present at time of transaction. Ebony Pearl Effect Audi A6 2. We have a
state of the art facility that is ready to help you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase,
used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our
website at Description: Used Audi A6 2. Just traded into Schaller Honda and wholesaled to us.
Clean title and history too. Just a nice clean, inexpensive all-wheel drive for the winter! This
Audi has lots of extras too. Leather seats with heat, power sliding sunroof, in-dash CD, premium
wheels with newer tires, cruise, dual zone climate control, powerful 3. Have good credit? We
work with several lenders to get you the best rate. Not to worry. You name it, We accept it!!!
Easy weekly payments deducted directly from your checking or savings and there is no penalty
for early payoffs! Sales tax and registration are included in your down payment. Hurry before it
goes! Description: Used Audi A6 3. This wagon by Audi features the Avant trim and is powered
by a 3. Clean Carfax! Fresh Trade! Vehicle runs and drives - loaded with options! Here at Driven
Auto Sales, we pride ourselves in our selection of vehicles as well as our top notch customer
service. We urge you to come in and take a look for yourself, you won't be disappointed! Come
in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and
inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your
own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas V6 3.
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state
or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Visit Us Today! Stop by our store or browse our online inventory. Each Pre-Owned vehicle is
rigorously inspected to meet our standards. In-House Financing available with no credit check.
All sales are final- no refunds or exchanges. This vehicle has been Inspected and serviced and
ready to go come experience the Allen Automotive difference. We also have a Great Service
Department that can help you save thousands of dollars in the future. Description: Used Audi
A6 4. Sales tax, title, tags and documentation fee are not included and must be paid at time of
purchase. Certified vehicles may qualify for special programs. Certain used cars qualify for
"specials". While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this site,
errors do occur so please verify information with a customer service representative. This is
easily done by calling us at or visiting us at the dealership. Thank you for shopping with North
Coast Subaru. Our experienced sales team is dedicated to providing the highest quality service
to you. Our goal and mission is to certify that your experience at North Coast Subaru is the best
experience you can have. We provide a no hassle, no haggle, no pressure experience while
providing you with our full disclosure pricing. Here are a few things you should know, The
Internet Price is subject to change. Subject to primary lenders approval. Sorry but we cannot
extend special Internet pricing without a printed copy of the on-line pricing, and your in-store
price may exceed our special on-line pricing. To take advantage of our special Internet
discounts, please print this page and present it to your salesperson. Royal Moore Auto center is
not able to offer financing on these pre-Wholesale vehicles. Due to the COVID 19 Virus, the
normal auto auctions that we sell our vehicles deemed to not be 'front line' and 'retail' ready,
were closed. Royal Moore Auto Center will now make these vehicles available to the public.
Lowest market prices guaranteed, no hidden fees, excellent financing rates for every credit
situation! Brilliant Black quattro Audi A6 2. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not
provided. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 1, Station Wagon 4. Trim 2.
Engine Type Diesel 13 Gas Hybrid Cylinders 4 cylinders 6 cylinders 8 cylinders 3. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No
accidents. New Listing. Title issue. Price Drop. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Bought my A6 quattro wagon new in RI. Used if for
commuting and carpooling and it it also got complements for its looks and ride. Never had a
problem in bad weather with the car. Moved to SanDeigo and I put 18" performance tires on the
car and handles like a 5 series. Plan on lowering it an inch as well. Best purchase I could have
made I have the versitility of an SUV but the comfort of a luxury sedan and the sportness of a
sport sedan. Can't wait to purchase my next audi quattro wagon. Read more. Read less. Sign
Up. Sedan: Remember Audi a decade ago? Of course not. Nobody does. Back then, Audi was
changing numerical model names almost daily, and some half-assed reporting by 60 Minutes
had almost killed the marque. Claiming to drive an Audi negatively branded you, and the old 80,
90, , and model designations registered nothing on the social acceptability meter at the country
club. Isn't that a fancy Volkswagen? Audis are still fancy Volkswagens, but who cares. The A4

and A8 are simply superb examples of automotive engineering. This all-new A6 is more of the
same, adding new corporate styling themes from recent show cars to the mix. Under the hood is
a 2. The five-speed automatic transmission features Tiptronic shifting controls, just like a
Porsche. This powertrain will get the A6 from rest to 60 mph in a somewhat leisurely 8. Not
stellar, but the old A6 was no speed demon either. Want to go fast? Get the A4 2. You've got
your alloy wheels, heated windshield washer nozzles, headlight washers, puddle lamps on each
door, dual-zone climate control system with air filter, heated exterior mirrors, retained
accessory power, power front seats, real wood trim, trip computer, watt sound system with 10
speakers and side airbags. You've also got quite a suspension holding it all in place. A four-link
front suspension lifted from the A4 virtually eliminates torque steer under hard acceleration. We
haven't driven the new A6 sedan, but if recent experiences with the A4 and A8 are any
indication, the new A6 should provide a smooth, well-damped ride without filtering out vital
information from the underpinnings. Steering should be light, maybe even a tad too much so,
but will communicate effectively what's happening with the front tires. The new styling is
unmistakably Audi, with a swept greenhouse and muscular fenders. However, this new A6 isn't
a stunner like the A4. The rounded sheetmetal and sharply creased trim detail don't blend well
to our eye, and the taillights appear to have been lifted from Chevrolet's lowly S pickup. From
some angles, the car looks great. From others, it appears somewhat dumpy and jumbled. Front
overhang can appear especially out of balance. Fortunately, a graceful arcing greenhouse lends
a touch of class and elegance to an otherwise characterless profile. Despite nitpicks, we believe
the new A6 will prove enticing in the hotly contested entry-level luxury class. But there's plenty
to choose from at this price point. Select carefully. Wagon: Despite a recent freshening, the A6
Wagon is growing old. Sitting next to the outstanding A4, the brand new A6 sedan, and the
sophisticated A8 in the showroom, the only Audi that looks more geriatric than the A6 Wagon is
the Cabriolet. Still, this midlevel model is attractive, solid, roomy, and comfortable, with just the
right amount of luxury and European flair to make it a viable alternative to other entry-level
makes. The A6 Wagon's major shortcoming is its powerplant. A horsepower 2. This just isn't
enough power, and acceleration can be called leisurely at best. Handling is another matter.
Steering is crisp with excellent feel, though too light with overboosted power assist. Brakes are
outstanding, bringing the heavy A6 wagon to a stop smoothly and surely. Passengers in an A6
wagon are certain to be comfortable, perched on Audi's traditionally supportive seats. Jacquard
cloth upholstery is standard, and Kodiak leather remains optional. Interior ambiance is rich with
burled walnut inserts and a no-nonsense gauge layout that features soothing red backlighting
at night. Some controls are difficult to figure out at first, but owners quickly adapt. The
marketing doesn't seem to be working. Sales have stagnated, while Subaru sales skyrocket
thanks to all-wheel drive station wagons, and Lincoln can't build enough Navigators to satisfy
demand. Regardless, the A6 Wagon is a unique type of car. Nobody else sells this kind of luxury
in this kind of package. But soon, a Volkswagen Passat Wagon with Synchro all-wheel drive will
be available. At that point, the A6 Wagon becomes a moot point. If you want the Audi, get it now.
Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Audi A6. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Audi lease specials Check out Audi A6 lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Impeccable road manners.
Tastefully out fitted. Exceptionally comfortable. Optional all-wheel drive system. No manual
transmission. V6 provides adequate power, but that's all. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Stretch an A4 platform, add
rounded styling with plenty of edges for character, toss in a sumptuously comfortable interior
available in several "atmosphere" styles, blend it all with traditional Germanic handling and
what do you get? The excellent new Audi A6 sedan. Our only quibble is with the taillights, which
appear to have been inspired by the Chevrolet S pickup. The wagon is carried over from Read
more. Write a review See all 56 reviews. Bought my A6 quattro wagon new in RI. Used if for
commuting and carpooling and it it also got complements for its looks and ride. Never had a
problem in bad weather with the car. Moved to SanDeigo and I put 18" performance tires on the

car and handles like a 5 series. Plan on lowering it an inch as well. Best purchase I could have
made I have the versitility of an SUV but the comfort of a luxury sedan and the sportness of a
sport sedan. Can't wait to purchase
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my next audi quattro wagon. Read less. I bought this car with miles on it and about 9 years later
it has , miles on it and drives the same as it did when i bought it. The interior and exterior far
surpass any car of its age on the road. Too bad they don't make an A8 wagon! We've had gasket
and seal issues, but they seem to have been resolved. Electrical is not the greatest, and rear
seat legroom is tight - especially for a bunch of tall people. Those things aside, this is the most
balanced, smoothest, most well- engineered car we've owned. It is a joy to drive - even if it is a
wagon - though a little more power would be nice. If only it were a little bigger A great car, fun to
drive, quattro in Wisconsin is wonderful. No problems in the year i have owned it. Starts out in
the snow as if the pavement was dry. Buy one you will love it. See all 56 reviews of the Used
Audi A6. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars
related to the A6. Sign Up.

